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1. DEAN by DEDON is a collection

of chairs that takes inspiration from
racing yachts. Its elegant form

NEW

RELEASES

integrates harmoniously with any
outdoor environment or décor. All
fastenings have been eliminated
or hidden so the eye is drawn to

details like the teak armrest inserts
and double-layered sling back.
dedon.us
2. The Serenity Collection by

Mohawk Group offers carpet and

commercial sheet flooring with soft

organic patterns and textures. The

healthcare line offers seven healing
visuals with looks that mimic
textiles and wood. Designers can
thoughtfully coordinate these
soothing styles with LVT and
rubber options.
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mohawkgroup.com
3. The uniquely configured Escher
LED wall sconce is the latest addi-

tion from Modern Forms. Different

vantage points offer dramatic views
of the intertwined metal bands that

glow with varying ambient light levels
The 14-inch-tall luminaire can be
mounted vertically or horizontally.
modernforms.com
4. The Metamorphosis Dining

Table is made in walnut root venee
and includes special textured
details that represent fossils. This
luxury piece from Boca do Lobo
embodies handmade techniques
such as wood carving, metal
hammering, and polishing from
artisans around the world.
bocadolobo.com
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➤ New Releases continued from page 18

5. 2nd Ave Lighting introduces the Anillo Ellipse 5
Light Cascading Pendant. This sophisticated
light, including five elliptic spectral halos that appear
to rotate. This handcrafted fixture operates with
high-powered LEDs that deliver dimmable illumination
and energy savings.
2ndAve.com
6. Devised by Semihandmade, the MORE Contract
Collection is a system of preassembled media,
bath, and console cabinets. These modular boxes
come in white, gray, and black matte door fronts
or a choice of premium offerings from well-known
designers and artists.
semihandmadedoors.com
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7. Stunning from all angles, the Tortuga Lounge
Chair borrows its smart proportion and serene
sensibility from classic modern HOLLY HUNT
seating. Perfect for patios and pool sides, the

newreleases

system features adjustable elements of ambient
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Tortuga suspends lush cushions within a terrapin-like
woven shell to create a comfortable retreat.
hollyhunt.com
8. Sanna Lightbar’s linear LED bulb is cleverly integrated
into its sophisticated swing-arm mechanism, which
hovers across a horizontal plane below the user’s line
of sight. Newly released from Teknion, this glare-free
task lamp folds to half its size without sacrificing
ambient illumination.
teknion.com
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